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. Get more on Julia Roberts, Academy Award-winning actress and one of Hollywood's biggest
box-office stars, known for films like Steel Magnolias, Pretty Woman . Photo: Julia Roberts In
First Still From “Money Monster”. 2015 is coming to an end, but we are already anticipating
Julia's new project for 2016. Today the very . Aug 31, 2015 . Julia Roberts' TEENs are
absolutely adorable! The 47-year-old actress made a rare public appearance on Saturday night
when she stepped out . Julia Roberts Celebrity Profile - Check out the latest Julia Roberts
photo gallery, biography, pics, pictures, interviews, news, forums and blogs at Rotten . Julia
Roberts. Full Name: Julia Roberts. Hometown: Smyrna, GA. Relationship Status: Married to
Danny Moder. Biography: One of America's biggest box-office . This article is about the American
actress. For other people with the same name, see Julia Roberts (disambiguation). For the
American country music singer, see . Julia Roberts, Actress: Notting Hill. Julia Fiona Roberts
never dreamed she would become the most popular actress in America. She was born in
Smyrna, . Julia Roberts Salary History - Julia Roberts has managed to go from a meager $50k
salary paycheck to a hefty $25 million salary per movie over the span of 15 years. Julia Roberts
has one of the biggest salary paychecks in the movie business. More »
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Smyrna, GA. Relationship Status: Married to Danny Moder. Biography: One of America's
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From “Money Monster”. 2015 is coming to an end, but we are already anticipating Julia's
new project for 2016. Today the very . Aug 31, 2015 . Julia Roberts' TEENs are absolutely
adorable! The 47-year-old actress made a rare public appearance on Saturday night when
she stepped out . Julia Roberts Celebrity Profile - Check out the latest Julia Roberts
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